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author’s preface
 I still hadn’t figured out how I was going 
to shape my manuscript of bird and bug haiku 
when I happened to discover a link (on the Japan 
Information and Cultural Center and Japan-
America Society of Washington D.C. website) 
to a film with three experts, including Red 
Moon Press publisher Jim Kacian, discussing 
“Seasonality in Haiku in English.” About 
halfway through the program the focus veered 
from seasonality to shaping a manuscript. I felt 
as if the whole forum had been contrived for my 
beckoning manuscript. What they were saying 
was precisely what I needed to hear. Either that, 
or there were a million haijin (haiku poets) out 
there (even just a hundred) like me on the verge 
of publishing a book of haiku in English and 
we were all having the same revelations as we 
watched the same talk. In any case, I’m grateful.
 It struck me that the place to start shaping 
my manuscript was, according to tradition in 
Japan, by season. I plugged season headings 
into the line-up and moved poems around for a 
few hours. At first I tried to look up the season 



for a certain bird (or kigo), then I realized I 
needn’t bother. I’d simply line the poems up 
according to the season, or the month, during 
which the haiku occurred to me. By the time 
I finished reshaping the 60 haiku, I had an 
epiphany. I realized I had instinctually built a 
year out of my experiences with birds, and again 
with bugs, that reflects a specific habitat, with 
its own special seasonality. I also realized that 
it was my work on this manuscript that would 
explore this local seasonality. Once I had the 
haiku in seasonal order, the field was open for 
me to adjust the flow for imagistic, categorical, 
and thematic connections while maintaining a 
seasonal flow.  
 This experience reminded me of how 
important it is to note the date when a haiku 
comes. Specific dates are useful in establishing 
a seasonality based on a specific wild year. I 
remember one year when summer stretched 
deep into fall, then, as winter arrived, twenty-
four inches of snow fell in two days (where we 
usually see no more than two inches a year), the 
rivers flooded, then a north wind howled out 
of Canada to turn the sky deep blue and freeze 
our toes. Haiku could be “set” in that wild year 



and reflect such seasonal aberrations. Haiku are 
a lot like photographs in their ability to capture 
a moment.
 The series included in this volume entitled 
“Seasonality of a Vole” depicts the life of a 
vole from early fall to early winter, when our 
local vole is most active around the house and 
most in my view. What I’ve concluded is that 
there may be a kind of seasonality for each 
creature. The vole, too, passes through its own 
distinct seasonal phases. Thus I’ve become 
interested in these creatures’ points of view 
from a seasonality standpoint. What are their 
concerns, their actions, that I observe? And 
what are the seasonal conditions surrounding 
that creature at the moment I’m struck? There’s 
something akin to scientific observation in all 
this.
 But why birds and small creatures? Birds, 
at least small forest, marsh, and field birds, flit. 
They are fleeting. Our sightings of them are 
often fleeting, our moments with them fleeting. 
They remind us that life itself is fleeting, our 
moments flitting by. Best to attend to them, to 
our moments as well as to our birds, with a fully 
alert and fleet mind, too.



 It was inevitable that my love of birds, 
Nature, poetry, the image, the existential 
moment, and Zen practice would merge 
in haiku about birds, bugs, and other small 
creatures. But why not elephants, giraffes, 
camels, whales, porpoises, and walruses? I 
think it has to do with how vulnerable I sense 
small creatures are in the mess we make as 
humans, with how we alter, destroy, and poison 
their habitat without a thought, with a kind of 
self-serving righteousness and ruthlessness. 
Tiny birds — and certainly insects — come 
under foot, tractor, concrete pours, and clouds 
of herbicides, insecticides, and fertilizers. The 
larger more beautiful creatures, when they’re 
endangered, seem to rate the endangered 
species status and protection, but we may not 
even notice how some small species of birds 
and bugs are destroyed or threatened with 
destruction simply because they’re small. 
 I like to think I have within me the 
compassion that Issa felt for small creatures and 
expressed in many of his haiku. I like to believe 
that we all have this same compassion within 
us, perhaps nearer the surface in some while in 
others deeply buried and hidden — along with 



a sea of grief waiting to be felt and shared. Bird, 
bug, and small creature haiku help me stay in 
touch. I hope that reading them helps the reader 
stay in touch with small creatures as well.  
 I believe in having seasons in my haiku, at 
least in those about small creatures. For me, 
Nature is the ground of our existence, and I 
feel it’s important to stand on that ground and 
to know it for what it is under our feet. While, 
indeed, humans are evolving the “Nature” 
around them, destroying nature in order to 
create new, hopefully healthful forms, humans 
nevertheless evolved out of Nature and will 
eventually return to Nature, leaving a lot of 
glorious achievements and one hell of a big 
mess. We will pass just as the seasons pass, just as 
cherry blossoms fluttering to the ground turn to 
mush under rain and soles. Haiku acknowledge 
this fleetingness and the peace and serenity we 
might seek as people who know and feel how 
fleeting our existence is, who embrace death as 
a beautiful fact of our existence and brazenly 
live as fully in the moment as possible. Writing 
a haiku is, in fact, a courageous act, once the 
vanity and egotism fall away. It’s all about the 
haijin and the bird or bug or flower or dying 



tree or kooky neighbor next door and death be 
damned, for the moment. How will they come 
together, into what kind of song?
 Kobayashi Issa (I give his given and family 
names in the Western order), or simply Issa, 
was the third incarnation of the Great Four 
Haiku Poets of Japan (Bashō, Buson, Issa, and 
Shiki). Issa’s life was a string of tragedies that he 
somehow endured while writing thousands of 
haiku. His haiku often sympathize with small 
creatures. It is said in Japan that in modern 
times Issa is the most popular poet, and not 
Basho, the father of modern haiku. This is 
probably because Japanese memorize Issa’s 
poems as children, as Issa’s haiku often depict 
a child’s world. When they grow up, they can 
still recite his poems. An adult can appreciate 
how Issa’s haiku apply to humans. Issa’s haiku 
resonate at this level. When we feel we’ve come 
underfoot ourselves, we need a little sympathy. 
Issa could get right down there and almost be 
that fly rubbing his hands together, as Bashō 
might have suggested he do. Issa’s poetry stands 
in full support of small creatures and their 
habitats.



 A big influence for me over the years has 
been Zen (dare I omit the word Buddhism 
here?). The elements of Zen that play a big role 
in my experiencing haiku include practice, 
clearing the mind, heightening the senses, 
adjusting my awareness to my sensations, 
and opening myself to the world around me. 
Sometimes something takes place just as I 
step outside. Other times I sit on the bench 
and open my eyes wide for hours and nothing 
happens. Yet other times, a haiku comes when 
I’m sitting at my computer in the house with 
my mind on something other than birds, bugs, 
and haiku. Sometimes I spot a bird through the 
window or observe a bug crawl across the floor. 
I concentrate and open enough to see the irony 
or humor in an incident or image and make 
the odd connection, some sense verging on the 
mystical, yet not — or the just plain simple. 
 I hope you find some of these haiku to be 
good and that this collection is somehow greater 
than the total of the individual poems. I hope 
this volume becomes a fixture on the shelf next 
to your desk or bed. I also hope you find yourself 
keeping an eye peeled for birds, bugs, and other 
small creatures and think about them the way 



Issa did, with love, adoration, and compassion. 
As J. W. Hackett says in the foreword of his 
classic Bug Haiku, “Haiku poetry helps to make 
us aware of the wonders of nature, and of the 
value of life in all its forms.”
 Big thanks to Red Moon Press founder 
and editor Jim Kacian for his steady guidance 
in the development of this book. Thanks also to 
Fran Gallo, my wife, for enduring my endless 
enthusiasm for haiku and other enthusiasms. 
And a special thanks to my brother Geoff 
Clark for traveling the haiku path with me 
and supporting me in this project. Particularly 
deep gratitude to sumi artist Fumiko Kimura, 
who worked up the illustrations for this book. I 
will treasure the memory of our meetings and 
our mutual evolution of the images. Finally, 
boundless thanks to all the birds, bugs, and 
other small creatures around our house in the 
woods by the sea for unwittingly teaching me 
countless lessons about Nature and myself. 
Without their constant distraction I’d probably 
have become an accountant.

— Rick Clark



artist’s preface

 I chose special, traditional tools and 
materials to produce the illustrations and haiga 
in Bug-eyed and Bird-brained. My approach 
emphasized “purity” and seeks to honor the 
legacy of brush painting originating in China 
and culminating in Japan. Using these unique 
tools and materials for this project was like 
cupping a beautiful pearl in my hands. 
 The suzuri I used, which is more than a 
hundred years old, was presented to me by 
Senjuin Soto Zen Temple, in Akita, Japan, 
where I spent the day learning about Zen sumi 
art. A suzuri is the mortar a sumi or calligraphy 
artist uses to grind the ink stick, mix the ground 
ink with water, and contain the resulting ink 
solution. Mortar, ink stick, ink brush, and rice 
paper comprise the four writing implements 
traditionally known in China as the Four 
Treasures of the Study. The suzuri I used was 
carved out of rock from a mountain in Japan 
into a heavy but most effective surface upon 



which to grind an equally old (previously-used) 
ink stick. When I grind ink on this real stone 
suzuri, I experience a wonderful feeling of 
response to my hand. The stone feels solid and 
strong, unlike the man-made suzuri sold today.
 I collected and used fresh rainwater to 
produce the ink solutions and rinse the brushes. 
I gather such “pure” water after it’s been raining 
for about thirty minutes, during the “mid-
stream” rain. I placed only a small quantity 
of fresh rainwater on the surface of the suzuri 
stone to make a small amount of fresh ink 
solution for each illustration in this book. It took 
several minutes to grind the darkest solution. I 
ground just enough ink on the suzuri surface, a 
small amount at a time, so as not to waste the 
rainwater and to save as much as possible for 
the next day. I used only freshly ground ink for 
this haiga project. I rinse the brush with tap 
water, rinse it in rainwater in another container, 
and then use yet another container of rainwater 
to dip the brush for the next image. I store all 
rainwater in the refrigerator to keep it fresh.



 Because I cut the rice paper I’d sent for 
from Japan into six-by-six inch pieces for the 
illustrations, the images were small. I used a 
small brown animal-hair brush from Japan. 
My painting approach for these illustrations 
involved the single-stroke, or “boneless,” tech-
nique rather than the painterly, very detailed, 
manner of sumi art.
 This is what I mean when I refer to the 
concept of purity in material usage and process. 
The alchemy I experienced in using these 
materials had a special spiritual meaning for 
me. I don’t know how to express the wonderful 
feeling I experienced. I think it was due to all 
the birds, bugs, and small creatures represented 
in the haiku included in this volume. I got to 
know them through the process, though a lot of 
them I got to know by referring to Rick Clark’s 
photos or by researching them online.

— Fumiko Kimura
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birds

in Kyōto
longing for old Kyōto —
the cuckoo

  — Matsuo Bashō





first day of spring —
a convocation of crows
no lullaby



the mallard couple —
their honeymoon suite
the ditch out front



born ever to be
the vain plebeian —
a chickadee!

just one seed
the chickadee takes
and flies off





scratching scratching —
even the tiny hummingbird
has fleas

no fools the robins —
building their nest right under
the crows’ noses

the local wren —
building her nest up inside
the metal heron





our house his sound box
the flicker taps out a love song
on our stovepipe





parked right on top
of the no-parking sign —
the wind-ruffled crow

(for my students)



even amongst these
golden-crowned kinglets
one takes the lead



woken early—
woodpecker chips
pelting my tent

deep amidst the croaks
of tree frogs faintly emerge
the honks of wild geese

(for Braeden Akira Matsuda,
born October 28, 2015)





not knowing she’s not
a flycatcher the robin
catches flies with ease



how little I saw —
a hummingbird has landed
on a willow twig

a watery light
plays on the singing ouzel’s
bobbing gullet



the sparrow fledgling —
drawn to her own song
on my voice recorder





the one-legged sparrow —
still embraced by the clan
on the power line

seeds all around
the fledgling crow cries to mom
to feed her one



matching yellow pails
she asks him to be
her ocean friend

sidewalk bend
her chalk ballerina’s
turquoise plié



lifting from her perch
the song sparrow’s flown backwards
by the wind



late summer bliss —
my wife and a hummingbird
taking turns singing



the husky croak
of the granddaddy raven —
morning sun on pines





bickering for hours —
both clans of crows fly off
triumphantly





an owl hoots—
fall arrives
as I sit on a bench

a small bird chirps
out in the autumn rain—
what I meant to say





drifting freely
around the lily pad pond —
a duck decoy



without a thought
I watch a wren pick apart
a still-flapping moth



lost goose
flying west —
crying





height of the storm —
a bushtit nibbles myrtle berries
upside-down



long cold winter—
how piercingly the crow eyes
the crow-proof feeder



a flock of starlings —
invading the abandoned
paintball battleground





the beach walk back —
least sandpipers
snoozing in our footprints

two flocks of sandpipers
fly right through each other —
not one collision



two ducks winging
out of mist back into mist —
which way is spring?



bugs

spider, dark
in the corner, don’t fret —
the broom’s at rest

  — Kobayashi Issa





long cold winter’s end —
happy to see even you
blood plump mosquito

on this morning’s wall
a fat red mosquito —
her blood or mine?





flips with ease
a log over a boulder —
the common ant



through a cloud of bugs
an army helicopter chugs —
spring maneuvers



Alzheimer’s —
riveted by a bumblebee
sleeping in a rose

way down inside
the cavern of the flower
a tiny bee hums



late June afternoon —
even the ants
cast long shadows



a flake of my skin
going who knows where
in the ant’s mandibles





the old granddaddy
cutting out now and then —
cricket chorus

the blue dragonfly —
hidden in the blue shadow
of the nasturtium





Lake Quesnel Haiku

on a rain-slick stone
also waiting out the storm —
a caterpillar

more mosquitoes
waiting in ambush
on the repellent bottle

the butterfly
I’m about to shoot
lands on my camera

(for the Clark Boys)





ghost crabs
fleeing before my shadow —
low tide stroll





a swallowtail —
flitting brightly through
the charred forest

down through tall cedars
the swallowtail floats —
drawn to the blue tarp





reciting poems
by fire and lantern light —
mouth full of bugs

 

my popular wife —
her nose visited today
by a butterfly



old old friends —
the skinny old dog
the fat old tick



the gnat saved
from the pesto oil —
dying anyway



the boy scientists —
dropping live bugs
by the spider’s cave



how many times
will the fly smack eyes-first
into the window?



in every window
a spider grows a belly —
shadows lengthen



the sunlit bug hatch
swarming the boat’s white hull —
September evening



with hawk eyes
I watch the dry-wood termite
flutter by the house 



the fly too fat
to squeeze through
the compost screen





the yellowjacket —
cruising the fuchsias
for drunken bugs



seven stories of web
twinkle with dew —
September afternoon



what a load of lint
you haul across the oak floor
tiny sow bug

a wool moth
takes her chances
on my crossword puzzle



what a mess you’ve made
with your wolf spider carcasses
daddy longlegs

too late —
the diaspora of baby spiders
already underway



The Spider’s Web

(Commentary)

whitefish!
your black eye peering through
the net of the Law

  — Matsuo Bashō





   Points of View

Chickadee-dee-dee!
Hey everybody,
the feeder’s been refilled!

Ant the ramparts!
Ready the mandibles!
The raccoon nears!

know it was I
who with my wife behind me
drove you ants off

I’m not sure we
actually see each other
this ant and I

(after reading Harry Martinson’s
Views from a Tuft of Grass)





   Fishing Haiku

reading the river
for the biggest fish
I learn I’m illiterate

just as the trout strikes
the fly the haiku comes
to the fisherman

across the river
the spinner casts glances
at the tied flies



   Three Dogs

newly met —
their Boston terriers’
leashes crossed

the chihuahua —
wanting nothing to do with
the fire hydrant

the scottie limping
every fourth step —
market morning stroll



   Seasonality of a Vole

the vole’s desire
inscribed in the tunnels
circling the compost

the compost box full
this black night drizzling down —
the vole darts away

Halloween passed —
the vole has chewed an eye
out of our pumpkin

an eye chewed out
the pumpkin hollow —
the vole’s not home

the owl’s perch above
the vole’s hole below
the poet’s game





   Buddhisms

the butterfly
entangled in a web —
can’t hear her cry out

flap of a fan blade —
a faceless butterfly
clings to our wall

a friend’s friend
killed in Mali — I resist
swatting a fruit fly





without a thought
I feel the trout’s neck snap
under my thumb

the water skipper
the water skipper’s shadow —
one or two?

to see in this shell
the universe ! but alas
see only a hat





It wasn’t until after a long ongoing journey 
studying violin, teaching English as a Second 
Language in Japan for four years, completing a 
Master of Fine Arts in Creative Writing at the 
University of Washington in 1995, teaching 
college writing classes for eighteen years, 
reading Zen poetry exhaustively, and winning 
grand prize in the 6th Annual Yamadera 
Bashō Memorial Museum Haiku Contest that 
Rick Clark finally stumbled upon the haiku 
path. His lifelong love of birds and other small 
creatures have become the central focus of his 
haiku. For Rick, birds and haiku inform each 
other like no other form and subject. When he’s 
not out experiencing moments in nature, Rick 
provides writing-coaching and editing services 
and assists his wife, Seattle yoga instructor Fran 
Gallo, with yoga retreats at home and abroad. 
Rick’s first book, Journey to the River, a creative 
travel memoir based on their journey by train 
around India in 2001, is available for purchase 
at Piña Publishing online.



Fumiko Kimura’s work has been exhibited and 
featured extensively in Japan, the Northwest, and 
elsewhere. Ms. Kimura has received a number 
of grants for special projects. Her professional 
experience includes an instructional position 
as adjunct faculty at University of Puget 
Sound as well as positions at community 
colleges in the Puget Sound region. She is 
author of Painting in Sumi: Stroke on Stroke, 
an authoritative guidebook for beginning 
sumi painters. Collections of her paintings are 
held by Microsoft, the Tacoma Art Museum, 
Bellevue Health Group, and other institutions 
around the Seattle-Tacoma area. She has been 
a signature member of Northwest Watercolor 
Society and International Experimental Artists. 
She is cofounder of Puget Sound Sumi Artists 
of Washington State and is a member of the 
Haiga Adventure Study Group. Ms. Kimura was 
honored in 2014 with a Retrospective Exhibit 
of her 60 years of art works, representing 
traditional to experimental paintings, at 
Tacoma Community College. She lives and 
works in Tacoma, Washington.
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